Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat – (2019 – 2020)

Report on Learning Language of Paired Institute

(B.S. Abdur Rahman Crescent Institute of Science & Technology and Govt. Polytechnic College Budgam)

Under the scheme of EBSB, the event of learning language between paired Institute has been conducted on 5th March 2020 at B.S. Abdur Rahman Crescent Institute of Science & Technology. In this event, we teach basic sentences of Tamil language to students of Jammu and Kashmir and we also learnt some basic sentences of Kashmiri language with translation in Hindi from them.

A Research Scholar Mr. Aadil Rashid Sheergojri, Department of Mathematics & Actuarial Science of Jammu & Kashmir (Shopian) shared more knowledge related to Kashmiri culture in his language. And some more Research Scholars of different departments along with foreign students are also joined the programme.

Mr. Aadil has created interests among our students to visit Kashmir physically under his guidance to learn more and feel the things better in his presence. The students from our Institution are the active participants in this event and made the event fruitful.

Our future plan is to visit Kashmir and learn a lot with some faculty members of our Institute as soon as the Lockdown will be lifted and normalcy to come with the current epidemic COVID-19. And it is also proposed to conduct a Webinar/Workshop on Tamil Language with the paired Institute online in this month.
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